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ASSIGNMENT: ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Before going any further, be sure you have read over the 14 provisions (clauses) in the
Canadian Code of Advertising Standards. You can click here to access them—you will
need them for this assignment.
For this assignment, you will read eight short scenarios about complaints to
Advertising Standards Canada (ASC). The scenarios are based on actual cases, but
the details have been changed. The ASC accepted the complaints, agreeing that the ads
did not follow one or more clauses in the Canadian Code of Advertising Standards.
Each scenario states how many clauses of the Code were broken.
Your task is to identify which clause or clauses from the Code relate to each complaint.
Then, explain how the advertiser did not follow the Code. Do you agree with the ASC's
ruling? Why or why not?
Click here to open a template you can use to answer Parts A and B. Open and complete
the template in MSWord.Save it in your student directory.

Joe's Pizza
Advertiser: Joe's Pizza
Industry: Food Service
Media: Print
Description of Ad: The advertiser offered "Free Delivery" in a print advertisement.
Complaint: The complainant was charged a fee for delivery of a pizza, which was contrary
to the advertised claim.
Number of Clauses Broken: 1
Polar Pharmacy
Advertiser: Polar Pharmacy
Industry: Retail
Media: Point of Sale
Description of Ad: A dental product was advertised at a "special price."
Complaint: The complainant states that there was no difference between the two prices.
The retailer's regular selling price of the product was the same as the "special price."
Number of Clauses Broken: 1
Cindy's Family Diner
Advertiser: Cindy's Family Diner
Industry: Food Service
Media: Billboard
Description of Ad: The complaint named two billboard advertisements. In one, an
apparently naked woman's legs and thighs were the clear focus. In the other, the focus was
on a man's bare chest.
Complaint: The complainant believes that the way in which the particular body parts were
presented was demeaning to both men and women.
Number of Clauses Broken: 1
Trans Pacific Motors
Advertiser: Trans Pacific Motors
Industry: Automotive Manufacturer
Media: Television
Description of Ad: A car is shown being driven at excessive speeds through a dangerous
obstacle course in hazardous weather. The car arrives at a destination that turns out to be
a family cottage. A small print message advises viewers to not attempt this, as the driver is
a trained professional driving on a closed course.
Complaint: The complainant believes that the commercial displayed potentially dangerous
and unsafe driving practices.
Number of Clauses Broken: 1

Lucky Forever Home Furnishings
Advertiser: Lucky Forever Home Furnishings
Industry: Retail
Media: Television
Description of Ad: The audio portion offers a 50% rebate on "all brands of couches" sold in
the store during the promotion period. A small print message stated that the reduction
applied to "selected couches."
Complaint: The complainant found that only one couch per brand was offered at 50% off.
Number of Clauses Broken: 2
Pfelter-Mays New and Used Auto
Advertiser: Pfelter-Mays New and Used Auto
Industry: Automotive Retail
Media: Television
Description of Ad: Two boys are shown playing road hockey, using a parked car as a goal.
The adult who owns the parked car replaces the soft ball being used by the boys with a
heavy metal ball. The adult's intention was for the boys to damage the car so she would
have an excuse to replace it with a new car from Pfelter-Mays (the advertisers).
Complaint: The complainant believes that the commercial encourages dangerous and
unsafe behaviour.
Number of Clauses Broken: 2
Vulcanor Internet Services
Advertiser: Vulcanor Internet Services
Industry: Internet Service Provider
Media: Directory
Description of Ad: The advertisement claimed that the advertiser (ISP) would deliver a
service with virtually 0% busy signals.
Complaint: The complainant claimed that it took multiple attempts to connect to the ISP
using the advertised service.
Number of Clauses Broken: 2
Tony's Pizza and Pasta
Advertiser: Tony's Pizza and Pasta
Industry: Food Service
Media: Flyer
Description of Ad: A flyer promoted "2 for 1" pizzas. It also featured a small "single" pizza at
$9.50.
Complaint: The complainant found the ad to be misleading because he was unable to
purchase two small pizzas for $9.50 (the price of a single).
Number of Clauses Broken: 2

